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Tiddalick, the Greedy Frog: An Aboriginal Dreamtime Story
When the Shhh-BOOM, Shhh-BOOM, Shhh-BOOM of the snake band begins to sound a little monotonous, Snake suggests
adding Frog's cha-BOP, or maybe Cricket's chew-up chew-up.

Billy Stuart and the Zintrepids
After a friend shared a childhood story where she experienced discrimination for the first time it inspirited me to write this
story or fable tale about friendship, tolerance, and acceptance. Her story is this story and still to this day she asks the same
old question, When does discrimination and intolerance start in a persons mine and where do it come from?

Australian Children's Books: 1989-2000
The Underneath
When Duncan arrives at school one morning, he finds a stack of letters, one from each of his crayons, complaining about
how he uses them. 75,000 first printing.
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Stories from the Billabong
With nearly 2 million books in print, this Little Apple series is H-O-T, hot. The SECRET is out -- DROON is the series that kids,
parents, and teachers are talking about! There's no place like home! Eric and his friends have finally restored the Rainbow
Stairs, but that was the easy part. Now Gethwing is loose in the Upper World, and the Moon Dragon is causing big trouble.
Eric, Julie, and Neal have to protect their town, but they're up against mysterious creatures, strangely-behaving parents,
and powerful magic. Can the kids stop Gethwing before he destroys the Upper World -- for good?

The Very Impatient Caterpillar
"A fractured fairy tale You Choose adventure about Goldilocks and the Three Bears, featuring three different story lines and
three different points of view"--

An Army of Frogs
Thirty-three authentic, unaltered Aboriginal stories are brought to you by Aboriginal storyteller custodians. Unlike other
compilations, these stories are presented with approval from Aboriginal elders in an effort to help foster a better
understanding of the history and culture of the Aboriginal people; they are accompanied by a historical overview and other
background information about Australia's oldest still-existing culture.

The Oxford Companion to Australian Children's Literature
A scientific investigation and personal adventure story about zombis and the voudoun culture of Haiti by a Harvard
scientist. In April 1982, ethnobotanist Wade Davis arrived in Haiti to investigate two documented cases of zombis—people
who had reappeared in Haitian society years after they had been officially declared dead and had been buried. Drawn into a
netherworld of rituals and celebrations, Davis penetrated the vodoun mystique deeply enough to place zombification in its
proper context within vodoun culture. In the course of his investigation, Davis came to realize that the story of vodoun is
the history of Haiti—from the African origins of its people to the successful Haitian independence movement, down to the
present day, where vodoun culture is, in effect, the government of Haiti’s countryside. The Serpent and the Rainbow
combines anthropological investigation with a remarkable personal adventure to illuminate and finally explain a
phenomenon that has long fascinated Americans.

The Quinkins
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From nursery rhymes to epic fantasy, from picture books to challenging novels for adolescents, reading is a crucial activity
in the cultural and psychological formation of children. In The Oxford Companion to Australian Children's Literature, Stella
Lees and Pamela Macintyre examine thelegacy and contemporary achievement of Australian children's writers. This
encyclopaedic reference work covers the earliest writings from the nineteenth century to the remarkable growth in
publishing that followed the Second World War.The Companion encompasses the most notable and influential nursery
rhymes, illustrations, picture books, novels and Aboriginal stories. Arranged alphabetically, 1600 entries cover authors,
publishers, illustrators, famous characters, events, institutions, and awards - from Ned Kelly and theEureka Stockade to
Australian Comics and the work of Evelyn Goode. Longer, essay-length articles examine the nature and importance of key
features of Australian children's literature - annuals, animal stories, the Bush, literary criticism, and fairy tales.`An
indispensable work of reference which is also a pleasure to read'. Brenda Niall

Fabulous Creatures, Mythical Monsters, and Animal Power Symbols
Age range 3 to 6 Mad Magpie is the third book in this successful series of morality tales from Gregg Dreise. Inspired by wise
sayings and the knowledge of his Elders, Mad Magpie tells the story of Guluu, an angry magpie who is being teased by a
gang of butcher birds. The more he is teased, the angrier he becomes. When Guluu seeks advice, his Elders tell him to stay
calm like the river, ignore the butcher birds and to be strong on the inside. Guluu tries this, but the cheeky birds just laugh
at him. One day, when Guluu is at the river looking for worms, the butcher birds arrive and steal his food. He remembers
the words of his Elders and he tries again – and this time Guluu has a different outcome. He stands proudly at the riverbank
and remembers how he used to sing when he was having a bad day. Guluu sings so loud he cannot hear the birds laughing
at him and they eventually give up and fly away. From that time on, the animals learnt to use music to create a happy
mood and they worked together to stop bullying.

Teaching Drama 11-18
Drama teachers often thrive on shared experience and the imaginative exchange of ideas and perspectives. Yet books that
provide such access are, strangely, hard to find. Teaching Drama 11-18 is an inspiring, comprehensive, and vibrant guide to
effective and liberating practice in this subject.

Snake Alley Band
A frisky possum leads the family in a frenetic chase through the pantry, kitchen, bathroom, study, and other rooms of the
house.
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Zohar, the Book of Enlightenment
Follow the story of Kun-Man-Gur, the Rainbow Serpent as he helped his children the flying foxes when the world was new.
How he chased away silly Kinbul the bat and the toadfish Ngar-in-gara because they were so rude to the flying foxes.To this
day Kun-Man-Gur the Rainbow Serpent puts the hollow bamboo to his mouth and blows flying foxes all over the earth.

The Two Rainbow Serpents Travelling
Tiddalick the Frog has drunk all the water from the river! The animals try their best to get Tiddalick to give back the water.
Kangaroo, Emu, Bandicoot, Kookaburra, and Lizard attempt to make him laugh to get the water back, but nothing seems to
work--until a tiny little eel shows up. This enchanting Australian tale will have young readers engaged and impressed with
the creativity of these resourceful animals.

Understanding Myths and Legends
Though everyone eagerly awaits the rain, it is slow in coming.

Crictor
This clever send-up of every child's biggest challenge -- being patient! -- is a STEM-friendly, laugh-out-loud comedy about
metamorphosis.

The Day the Crayons Quit
Aboriginal myths and legends for children. Colour illus., picture book. 1-3 yrs.

How the Birds Got Their Colours
This book is based on a story told by Mona Green, of the Jaru people, to Aboriginal children living in Halls Creek, Western
Australia. The illustrations are adapted from the children's original paintings of the story. Mona Green said, "When my
husband was a stockman, we used to go out to Nongra Lake to see if the cattle had enough water. I had heard the story
about this giant lake, and I think that from the air it would look like a tree with roots stretching out."
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The Serpent King
A brightly illustrated book with a story that is easy for kids to relate to. This Australian story brings into play an action
packed journey on board a red steam engine as it travels through the bush to Kakadu.

Mad Magpie
Billy Stuart is a young raccoon who aspires to be just like his grandfather, a globe-trotting adventurer who knows no fear.
When he learns that his grandfather has found a way to travel through time and is leaving on another great voyage, he sets
out to see him off (and maybe sneak along). Billy Stuart follows his grandfather's puzzling clues through a maze of caves
and caverns to find him before he leaves, trailed by his Scout pack, the Zintrepids. What Billy doesn't know is that once
they go down the fateful path his grandfather has taken, there will be no turning back. Brightly illustrated and enhanced
with games and puzzles throughout, Billy Stuart and the Zintrepids is sure to amuse readers of all ages. The next book in
the Billy Stuart series will be available in Spring 2019.

Big Rain Coming
There is nothing lonelier than a cat who has been loved, at least for a while, and then abandoned on the side of the road. A
calico cat, about to have kittens, hears the lonely howl of a chained-up hound deep in the backwaters of the bayou. She
dares to find him in the forest, and the hound dares to befriend this cat, this feline, this creature he is supposed to hate.
They are an unlikely pair, about to become an unlikely family. Ranger urges the cat to hide underneath the porch, to raise
her kittens there because Gar-Face, the man living inside the house, will surely use them as alligator bait should he find
them. But they are safe in the Underneathas long as they stay in the Underneath. Kittens, however, are notoriously curious
creatures. And one kitten’s one moment of curiosity sets off a chain of events that is astonishing, remarkable, and
enormous in its meaning. For everyone who loves Sounder, Shiloh, and The Yearling, for everyone who loves the haunting
beauty of writers such as Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, Flannery O’Connor, and Carson McCullers, Kathi Appelt spins a
harrowing yet keenly sweet tale about the power of love—and its opposite, hate—the fragility of happiness and the
importance of making good on your promises.

Dingoes at Dinnertime
This book is based on a story told by Mary Albert, of the Bardi people, to Aboriginal children living in Broome, Western
Australia. The illustrations are adapted from their paintings of the story. Mary Albert said, 'Would you like to hear a story
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from long ago? My mother used to tell me lots of stories, but this story I loved the best, because I loved the birds.'

The Bat and the Crocodile
This third volume brings the series up to the year 2000 and includes a consolidated index to all the volumes, which enables
readers to identify and locate books published in a particular year.

The Story of Snake and Frog
Phillip Parry lived a double life, hiding his secret family for twenty years. He used his Cessna like a car. Only now can his
wife and five additional children move to the thriving dynasty of Jooloonga Station. The Coming of the Second Family
creates a furor that will test them all. This is the story of Susannah Ruth the teenage daughter and her brave-hearted
mother Colleen. Susannah falls in love with the neighbors half-brother Douglas Clarke. Disturbing revelations from both
families blaze a quicksilver trail through all their lives. A story of amazing love and tormented souls, spanning two
continents, travelling to England and back, set on a stunning canvas in central Queensland where the magic of the
Dreaming controls the heartbeat of an Ancient Land. This is the third book of the Coloured Sands Series. The characters
from the first two novels are joined in this novel with dramatic impact.

The Moon Dragon (The Secrets of Droon #26)
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! Wildfire! That's what Jack and Annie are up against when they are whisked away to the land of Australia. And
they're not alone! Jack and Annie must help a baby kangaroo and a koala escape from a fire-filled forest. Will they be able
to rescue the animals in time? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House:
Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging
adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

Kun-man-gur
This story comes from the Aboriginal people at Warmun (Turkey Creek) in Western Australia. It was told in the Kija language
by Jacko Dolumyu and then in English by Hector Jandany. The illustrations are adapted from paintings of the story done by
the children living at Warmun. Eileen Bray, of the Kija Language Group at Warmun, said, "When we talk about the
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Dreamtime, we think about the beginning. It was that sacred time when the land, water, trees, animals, sacred sites and
people came to be. Our ancestors have passed on the Dreamtime to us through our culture - law, language, song and
dance. The Dreamtime is that special thing in the hearts of all Aboriginal people."

Children of the Coloured Sands
This story is based on a story told by the Senior Boys Class at Lajamanu School, a bilingual school where Aboriginal children
are taught to read and write their own language, Walpriri. Illustrator Pamela Lofts adapted the illustrations from original
paintings done by the children for their story.

The Rainbow Serpent
Provides an extensive overview of the mythology, legends, and folklore surrounding fantasy creatures from diffferent lands
and ages, from Chinese dragons and the Native North American thunderbird to the demon hounds of Celtic and Norse
legend.

Possum in the House
Named to ten BEST OF THE YEAR lists and selected as a William C. Morris Award Winner,The Serpent King is the critically
acclaimed, much-beloved story of three teens who find themselves--and each other--while on the cusp of graduating from
high school with hopes of leaving their small-town behind. Perfect for fans of John Green's Turtles All the Way Down. "Move
over, John Green; Zentner is coming for you." —The New York Public Library “Will fill the infinite space that was left in your
chest after you finished The Perks of Being a Wallflower.” —BookRiot.com Dill isn't the most popular kid at his rural
Tennessee high school. After his father fell from grace in a public scandal that reverberated throughout their small town,
Dill became a target. Fortunately, his two fellow misfits and best friends, Travis and Lydia, have his back. But as they begin
their senior year, Dill feels the coils of his future tightening around him. His only escapes are music and his secret feelings
for Lydia--neither of which he is brave enough to share. Graduation feels more like an ending to Dill than a beginning. But
even before then, he must cope with another ending--one that will rock his life to the core. Debut novelist Jeff Zentner
provides an unblinking and at times comic view of the hard realities of growing up in the Bible belt, and an intimate look at
the struggles to find one’s true self in the wreckage of the past. “A story about friendship, family and forgiveness, it’s as
funny and witty as it is utterly heartbreaking.” —PasteMagazine.com “A brutally honest portrayal of teen life . . . [and] a
love letter to the South from a man who really understands it.” —Mashable.com “I adored all three of these characters and
the way they talked to and loved one another.”—New York Times
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Ngaawily Nop
This story comes from the wise and ancient language of the First People of the Western Australian south coast. A boy goes
looking for his uncle. He discovers family and home at the ocean's edge, and finds himself as well. Ngaawily Nop is a story
of country and family and belonging. (Series: Wirlomin Noongar Language and Stories Project, Vol. 5) [Subject: Aboriginal
Studies, Anthropology, Australian Studies, Art Studies, Linguistics, Noongar Language Studies]

Little Puggle's Song
Gadi Mirrabooka
Age range 3 to 6 A lonely echidna searches for his voice. Every time Puggle tires to make sound nothing comes out. Can
Puggle find his voice and join the bush choir?

The Echidna and the Shade Tree
From the author of Walkabout come ten of Australia's ancient aboriginal legends, authentically and elegantly retold. Here
you can discover how Great Mother Snake created and peopled the world with plants and creatures, what makes Frogs
croak, why Kangaroo has a pouch, and just what it is that makes Platypus so special. The illustrations are by the aboriginal
artist and storyteller Francis Firebrace, whose distinctive, colourful work is known throughout Australia and beyond.

The Day the Crayons Came Home
The companion to the #1 blockbuster bestseller, The Day the Crayons Quit! “Highly anticipated (yes, even for adults)”
—Entertainment Weekly I'm not sure what it is about this kid Duncan, but his crayons sure are a colorful bunch of
characters! Having soothed the hurt feelings of one group who threatened to quit, Duncan now faces a whole new group of
crayons asking to be rescued. From Maroon Crayon, who was lost beneath the sofa cushions and then broken in two after
Dad sat on him; to poor Turquoise, whose head is now stuck to one of Duncan's stinky socks after they both ended up in the
dryer together; to Pea Green, who knows darn well that no kid likes peas and who ran away—each and every crayon has a
woeful tale to tell and a plea to be brought home to the crayon box. Praise for The Day the Crayons Came Home "Mr.
Daywalt’s text blends with Mr. Jeffers’s illustrations to make a picture book that will have children clamoring for more
crayon adventures."—The Wall Street Journal * "A masterwork of humor and design . . . Sure to be as popular as The Day
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the Crayons Quit."—Booklist, starred review * "A brilliant, colorful tale that begs to be read aloud and a must-have for all
collections."—School Library Journal, starred review * "Once again, Daywalt and Jeffers create rich emotional lives and
personalities for their colorful cast, and it’s hard to imagine a reader who won’t be delighted."—Publishers Weekly, starred
review “Drew Daywalt and Oliver Jeffers once again offer perceptive and frequently hilarious insights…The Day the Crayons
Came Home will have readers of all ages chuckling—and will inspire kids’ empathy and imagination in equal
measure.”—BookPage Praise for The Day the Crayons Quit The #1 New York Times bestselling phenomenon—over two
years on the bestseller list! Winner of the E.B. White Read-Aloud Award Amazon’s 2013 Best Picture Book of the Year A
Barnes & Noble Best Book of 2013 Goodreads’ 2013 Best Picture Book of the Year * “Hilarious . . . Move over, Click, Clack,
Moo; we’ve got a new contender for the most successful picture-book strike.” –BCCB, starred review “Jeffers . . . elevates
crayon drawing to remarkable heights.” –Booklist “Fresh and funny.” –The Wall Street Journal "This book will have children
asking to have it read again and again.” –Library Media Connection * “This colorful title should make for an uproarious
storytime.” –School Library Journal, starred review * “These memorable personalities will leave readers glancing
apprehensively at their own crayon boxes.” –Publishers Weekly, starred review “Utterly original.” –San Francisco Chronicle

THE ADVENTURES OF CHATTERER THE RED SQUIRREL
It’s frogs versus scorpions in this new series by professional football player Trevor Pryce. For years, the frogs of the
Amphibilands have lived in safety—protected by an elite group of poisonous frogs named the Kulipari and by the
dreamcasting spell of the turtle king that cloaks their lands in mystery. Now the spell is threatened by the Spider Queen, a
talented spellcaster, and Lord Marmoo, leader of the scorpions. With the Kulipari off training in secret, the Amphibilands
have never been so vulnerable. Enter Darel, a young frog who dreams of joining the Kulipari, despite his utter lack of poison
and limited fighting skills. With the help of a motley crew of friends, Darel has the chance to become the warrior of his
dreams. Cool animals, thrilling action, and a bit of natural science—this novel, illustrated in full color by acclaimed comics
artist Sanford Greene, is sure to be a major hit with boys. Praise for An Army of Frogs "This little frog should find fans
among readers of the Warriors and Redwall sagas." —Kirkus Reviews "Pryce builds tension as the frogs figure out how to
deploy their varied skills and reach the ancient turtle king who long ago placed a protective spell over their land. The
violent but not overly graphic action is well matched by Greene’s dynamic and plentiful full-color illustrations." —Booklist "In
this fast-paced tale, Pryce finds just the right balance between brutality and bravery, friendship and betrayal, and loss and
discovery. A must-have, winning adventure that is nearly impossible to put down." —School Library Journal "Greene’s color
full-page illustrations have the richly saturated look of Marvel comic books, and there’s a superhero feel to the various
fighting poses Darel and his pals take." —The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books "This clever fantasy series
featuring frogs versus scorpions, set in Australia, makes for pleasant reading." —Library Media Connection
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Puffing Tilly and the Rainbow Snake
‘A highly diverting picture book about an agreeable pet boa constrictor that earns the affection and gratitude of a French
village.’ —BL. ‘Children will love it.’ —H. Notable Children's Books of 1940–1959 (ALA) 1959 Fanfare Honor List (The Horn
Book) A Reading Rainbow Selection 1958 Children's Spring Book Festival Prize (NY Herald Tribune)

Warnayarra the Rainbow Snake
The fight to protect the Amphibilands rages on in the second book of this action-packed, illustrated series by former football
pro Trevor Pryce. The spider queen and Lord Marmoo of the scorpions still have their eyes and fangs set on the vulnerable
home of the frogs, and this time they've got some impressive backup: the ghost bats, taipan snakes, and blue-banded bees.
The constant threats from the outside are keeping the frog warriors busy, so while Gee and Coorah hold down the defenses,
Darel and the Kulipari go in search of their dreamcasting turtle friend, Yabber. Yabber, once found, insists he knows who
holds the key to saving the Amphibilands: the Rainbow Serpent. With some powerful new allies and a destiny greater than
he could have possibly imagined, Darel may be able to beat his enemies and protect his home once and for all.

The Serpent and the Rainbow
This is the first translation with commentary of selections from The Zohar, the major text of the Kabbalah, the Jewish
mystical tradition. This work was written in 13th-century Spain by Moses de Leon, a Spanish scholar.

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Understanding Myths and Legends contains 27 stories from different countries around the World, ranging from Perseus and
Medusa from Ancient Greece to an Indian legend on how the Peacock got his glorious feathers. These exciting stories are
full of fearsome monsters, brave heroes and magical happenings, and will appeal to both girls and boys. Understanding
Myths and Legends is a flexible resource that can be used to support topic work in history and RE or used as part of a unit
of work in literacy. The stories and activities are ideal for use in guided reading sessions. To enable teachers to make the
most of each story, they are accompanied by: background information to enable teachers to place the story confidently in
context; differentiated reading tasks, using a variety of question styles, to help improve children's reading and
comprehension skills; speaking and listening activities to deepen children's insight into the stories and encourage
engagement; cross-curricular follow-up ideas, enabling you to extend the story further. Myths and legends are not only
excellent stories. They also help children to gain a true understanding of life in ancient times and improve their
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understanding of other people, cultures and places, making them an essential part of the primary curriculum.

The Rainbow Serpent
The 'Corner Country', where Queensland, South Australia and New South Wales now converge, was in Aboriginal tradition
crisscrossed by the tracks of the mura, ancestral beings, who named the country as they travelled, linking place to
language. Reproduced here is the story of the two Ngatyi, Rainbow Serpents, who travelled from the Paroo to the Flinders
Ranges and back as far as Yancannia Creek, where their deep underground channels linked them back to the Paroo. Jeremy
Beckett recorded these stories from George Dutton and Alf Barlow in 1957. Luise Hercus, who has worked on the languages
in the area for many years, has collaborated with Jeremy Beckett to analyse the names and identify the places.
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